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INVC NEWS
Chandigarh,
Vikram Bhatt is anything but predictable. When he chooses to go on the web and unleash stories online,
you better drop everything and stay tuned, you never know what you will miss. Given how totally
scintillating his MAAYA was, it is a good chance his next won’t be any subdued. So we asked the man
himself what he has in store for us. “Something bolder, something a lot more risqué,” he teased. Well, we
have our sources too! So we have heard the next from the house of #VBOnTheWeb is a high proﬁle
murder mystery called TWISTED. Given their ﬁrst oﬀering was a huge success with over 10 million views,
we can only guess the height the second will reach. Twisted features Namit Khanna and Asia’s sexiest
woman — Nia Sharma. If the buzz within the industry is to be believed, they say Nia’s on-screen
transformation into a sexy seductress will leave you gasping for breath! Launching today, at 6pm, the webseries is a tale of high-society intrigue, deception and betrayal. Speaking about it, Vikram Bhatt stated,
“#VBonTheWeb got conceptualized as Youtube has become this enormous engine with a plethora of
diverse content that the world is consuming. And I want to create unique content across all genres that
people can wake up to.” Given his previous webseries Maaya shocked all by being India’s ﬁrst BDSM
series, the curiosity around the upcoming web- series is gargantuan. When asked to speak a little about
the series, Bhatt added to the intrigue by saying, “Ambition is the ﬁrst step to success — the second step
is action.” Directed by Anupam Saroj, Vikram Bhatt’s associate, Twisted is touted as a sure winner. Stay
tuned to this tangle of emotions as #VBonTheWeb spikes your adrenaline through the roof.
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